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About This Game

A breath-taking space exploration experience in Virtual Reality

Compatible with HTC Vive, Oculus CV1 and DK2.

Discovering Space 2 is all about exploration. There’s no action, shooting or explosions, just sightseeing, discovery and relaxation
on an epic scale.

Calming, wondrous and adventurous.

Take control of your ship, or follow a tour, and immerse yourself in a journey through the Solar System.

Feel the awesomeness and remoteness of deep space.

Experience the mood and atmosphere of worlds far away from home.

Explore at your own pace, and learn about what you see.

Come back with a new sense of amazement of what is out there.
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Built from the ground up for VR, you have a small space ship and the entire Solar System to explore.

The end result is an experience that conveys the scale, awe and feeling of planetary exploration, in a fully immersive way. You
really feel like you are there, and it is at times breath-taking. You can travel vast distances, view the planets (and their moons)

from afar, execute some close fly-bys and plunge through their atmosphere down to the surface. Along the way you can listen to
on-board commentary that adjusts its content depending on whether you take your time, or just dive straight in.

Key Features

Vast expanse of the Solar System to explore.

Easy to use tour mode.

Easy to use flight controls and navigation.

Seamless and continuous travel from deep space down to the planetary surfaces.

Planets modelled to true scale.

Planets rendered using custom shaders that go beyond simple texture mapping.

Procedurally generated terrain and procedural and multi-layered textures to enhance the planet surfaces.

Planetary atmospheres enclothe the planets, providing striking sunrise and sunset vistas and re-entry effects.

Simple navigation system allows you to easily fly to your desired target destination.

Jump gates / hyperspace to allow quick jump to distant systems.

Near speed of light effects – Red shift, view contraction and “headlight”

Capture your view with in-game snapshots at the touch of a button.

Fly your ship with either an xbox / gamepad style controller, or "use the force" with HTC Vive wands.

Note: Oculus touch controller not yet fully supported
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Title: Discovering Space 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Discovering VR
Publisher:
Discovering VR
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-3570

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 Ti* - Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: *minimum performance for DK2. Xbox / gamepad controller recommended.

English
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I love this game! The controls do get a tad annoying sometimes (you have to click to where you want the bots to go) because
using arrow keys is faster, but the funny, cheesy story makes up for it. I've played through it 3 times, still enjoying it. Get this
game if you haven't done so!!!!. I remember playing this game shortly after it came out, and I'm glad that it's up on steam.

The mechanics seem dated and the English translation seems very awkward as of 29 Jun 2017, so it may not be for everyone.
Unless the nostalgia factor comes into play or you can read Korean I would recommend waiting for a translation patch to enjoy
the game to its fullest potential.. Needs a lot of work. Nice graphics so far, with some better UI could be quite fun.

The devs probably have this stuff on there list of todos. These were the most obvious requiments to me.

 Level menu has no tool tips for what bonus you're unlocking.

 Needs a veiw army menu also, with info on each unit.

 Camera follow is a bit annoying. Either have it user controled or stablise the motion.

 I like the mouse motion to cast spell. But it took me a while to realise it was the faint ball of light to imitate.. Similar to
Patrician IV and Port Royale 3, though this one looks better and trading process is a little bit more interesting. Doubt
there is a such a thing as an expedition to other seas (continents) and this make me sad.. This is the worst dollar ever
spent!!!! Do not buy this because I am 99.9% sure that this game is not continued because I could not even log in
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Fun, and sooo pretty! Not my usual choice of game but I got sucked into it quite quickly. The simple graphics are rendered
beautifully. The messages on the walls, and the few short conversations you can have with the NPCs, give the whole thing a
mysterious, mysical air. The levels are designed well and the upgrade wells are a huge help XD Needs more players to populate
the leaderboard though! Get on it! :D. Hope you brought your safe cracking tools, because these cars have combination locks on
them.
Also, the combination locks don't work.
Failure, from start to finish.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/LkgrZn2Rbg0. I've played far more than 10.3 hours since I've had rFactor far longer than I've had the Steam
Key. Let's start with pros and cons. It's rFactor-the swiss army knife of sim racing. Don't like what it does, download something
totally different for it and change the game completely. Admittedly, the ISI content that comes with rFactor is not good when
compared to what modders have done with the game. If you don't download any mods then I'd imagine you'd pretty damn
disappointed with rFactor. If you download some mods, then you're going to enjoy it much more. Some mods I'd recommend
-Enduracers
-Historic Touring Cars
-Cart Factor
-V8 Supercars Unleashed
-Formula E (having a blast with this at the moment)
-DRM Revival (loud old cars with too much horsepower)

As for tracks there are hundreds. Some of my favorites include
-Any of the Australian tracks (Barbagello, Mt. Panorama, etc)
-Monza, Nordschleife, Hockenheim, etc

rFactor has great mods and tracks. It's a lot of fun to try them out. Sure you'll get some bad ones but you can't go wrong with any
of the mods I listed above. I'm sure there's a few I've left out but I'm sure you'll discover them on your own. There are still mods
being made for this and there's still about 100x as many mods for rFactor 1 as there are for rFactor 2. At this point, rFactor 1 is
the better buy over rFactor 2 in my eyes. Hope this review helps. First off, this game is buggy as hell. It is not optimized for
multicore processors and runs pretty badly, very choppy when navigating the map at a long zoom

The gameplay is very obscure, unfortunately the tutorials dont do a good job of giving you any of the subtleties of the game.
One problem I had was that the tutorial also doesnt recognizr when you do something right. You can just skip past it. So you
have no idea if you did what it said properly.

The gameplay revolves around a turnbased war game scenario, think hearts of iron but turn based. It also uses drag and drop
features. Honestly, this game doesnt give you much of a hint of whats coming. Such as reinforcements.

Though if you can figure out the obscurity and the bugs, I think it would be well worth playing. Considerably more to this than I
expected, which was basically a physics-and-VR toy/tech-demo. If you go through the door out of your lab, there's an actual
labyrinth game lurking out there. Few things hidden around the lab, too.

It does require that you can crouch, which for my setup is currently making the tracking go funky. I can't imagine this'd work
great at less than room-scale either because you need to reach your arms out and be able to lean and move a bit, and it's easy to
get turned around by the weird (yet quite effective for controling the motion sickness without just being "teleport everywhere")
movement system.. These songs only play if you have territories in the Far East. As Russia, as soon as I started colonizing
Siberia they started to play.

The songs are mostly relaxing. Good DLC.. It's a good hardcore platformer.
It's like Super Meat Boy on steroids, with many interesting gimmicks and massive content layered on top of it.
However the controls can be very finicky at times, which can be extremely frustrating.
It's less streamlined than SMB, that's why I personally still prefer SMB over this.
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